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Abstract
The purpose of this project is focused on the modelling of cutting conditions to get lowest surface roughness in turning ASTM
A242 TYPE-2 ALLOYS STEEL by Artificial neural network and Regression Analysis method on the CNC lathe. The process of
metal Cutting has been well researched over the years, relatively small research has been carried out on the cutting of alloy of
ASTM A242 grade materials. In this study, the effect and modelling of machining parameters cutting speed, feed rate and depth
of cut and Tool nose radius on surface roughness will be checked.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. Machining Process:
CNC lathe are machines that cut spinning pieces of metal. CNC lathe are able to make fast, precision cuts using index able tools
and drills with complicated programs for parts that normally cannot be cut on manual lathes. On lathe there are different types of
machining process done. Like grinding, turning, knurling, facing, parting off, Boring, Threading etc.
B. Artificial Neural Networks:
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are one of the most powerful computer modelling techniques, based on statistical approach,
currently being used in many fields of engineering for modelling complex relationships which are difficult to describe with
physical models ANNs have been extensively applied in modelling many metal-cutting operations such as turning, milling, and
drilling Artificial neural networks (ANN) are biologically inspired computer programs designed to simulate the way in which the
human brain processes information. ANNs gather their knowledge by detecting the patterns and relationships in data and learn
(or are trained) through experience, not from programming. ANNs method is used by the help of MATLAB.
C. Regression Analysis:
Regression Analysis method has been used for the optimization of the result data of the surface roughness. This method can been
used by the help of the MATLAB tool MINITAB 16. It also one of the most powerful computer modelling techniques, based on
statistical approach, currently being used in many fields of engineering for optimization
D. ASTM A242 Material:
Alloy steel is steel that is alloyed with a variety of elements in total amounts between 1.0% and 50% by weight to improve its
mechanical properties. Steel is an alloy made by combining iron and other elements, the most common of these being carbon.
When carbon is used, its content in the steel is between 0.2% and 2.1% by weight, depending on the grade.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Sahoo .P.[1] had done experimental study of roughness characteristics of surface profile generated in CNC LATHE turning of
AISI 1040 mild steel and optimization of machining parameters based on genetic algorithm The experimentation is carried out
considering three machining parameters, depth of cut, spindle speed and feed rate as independent variables and three different
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roughness parameters, center line average roughness, root mean square roughness and mean line peak spacing as response
variables. Finally he has concluded that It is seen that the surface roughness parameters decrease with increase in depth of cut
and spindle speed but increase with increase in feed rate.

Fig. 1: Surface and contour plots for Ra with machining parameters\

Upinder Kumar Yadav, Deepak Narang, Pankaj Sharma Attri[2] had work on Medium Carbon Steel AISI 1045 on CNC
LATHE. The optimum value of the surface roughness (Ra) comes out to be 0.89. It is also concluded that feed rate is the most
significant factor affecting surface roughness followed by depth of cut. Cutting speed is the least significant factor affecting
surface roughness.

Fig. 2: Effect of turning parameters on Material removal rate

N.E. Edwin paul a, P. Marimuthu b, R.Venkatesh Babu[3] had discussed Experimental works were conducted on EN8
material using CNC LATHE based on L9 orthogonal array finally they had concluded that the percentage contributions of
parameters in affecting Variation in surface roughness while machining EN8 steel with TNMG 160404 EN-TF CTC 2135 insert
are: The feed has greater Influence on the surface roughness followed by the cutting speed. From the analysis it is revealed that
the feed, cutting speed and Depth of cut are prominent factors which affect the facing operations.
Vikas B. Magdum, Vinayak R. Naik[4]has discussed about the study used for optimization and evaluation of machining
parameters for turning on EN8 steel on LATHE MACHINE. This study investigates the use of tool materials and process
parameters for machining forces for selected parameter range and estimation of optimum performance characteristics. They have
mainly focused on three parameter cutting speed, feed rate and depth of cut on two performance measures, flank wear (VB) and
surface roughness (Ra) and for optimization an orthogonal array and the analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used. Finally they
found out that optimum parameter level for minimum thrust force z are 2nd level of parameter a, 2nd level of parameter b, 1st
level of parameter c and 1st level of parameter d. this implies that the level of parameters at designated levels as a2, b2, c1, d1
are the best combination to get minimum thrust force z in turning of en 8 bar.
H.Ganesan, G.Mohankumar, K.Ganesan, K.Ramesh[5] Kumar has investigated In the paper that the optimal machining
parameters for continuous profile machining on EN8 are determined with respect to the minimum production time, subject to a
set of practical constraints, cutting force, power and dimensional accuracy and surface finish. Due to complexity of this
machining optimization problem, a genetic algorithm (GA) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) are applied to solve the
problem and the results obtained from GA and PSO are compared for analysis.
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Patilshivrajnagnath, Pimpalgaonkar D.S. Ade Santoshlaxmanrao[6] has discussed about an experimental study to optimize the
effects of cutting parameters on surface finish and MRR of EN8 work material on CNC LATHE by employing Taguchi
techniques and The orthogonal array, signal to noise ratio and analysis of variance were employed to study the performance
characteristics in turning operation Three parameters were chosen as process variables: Spindle Speed, Feed, Depth of cut, and
dry Cutting environment is kept constant. Finally they found out that through experimentation it is found that Feed Rate plays
major role.

Fig. 3: Surface roughness FOR EN8
Manjunatha, R[7] he has discussed about optimization of turning process parameters such as cutting speed, feed rate and depth
of cut on EN-19 material using the Grey Relational Analysis (GRA) method. Twenty seven experimental runs based on an
orthogonal array of Taguchi method were performed. The feed force (FX), tangential force (FY) and surface roughness (Ra)
were selected as the quality targets. Taguchi Method was used as a optimization technique and finally they got the result as their
levels are 132 m/min cutting speed, 0.125 mm/rev. feed rate and 0.5 mm depth of cut for the optimal result.
V Vignesh Kumar, K Raja, P Marimuthuc and K Chandrasekaran[8] they have discussed about the optimize the cutting
parameters for CNC turning on AISI410 and EN 19 steel during dry condition and multi response optimization of cutting
parameters is obtained by using Grey Relational Analysis (GRA). Analysis of variance (ANOVA) is engaged to study the
performance characteristics of machining parameters.finally they got the result as From grey relational analysis optimum setting
for minimization of SR and maximization of MRR on AISI410 is the cutting speed set as minimum level 100 min, the feed rate
set as minimum level 0.1 mm/rev and depth of cut set as maximum level 0.75 mm and for EN 19 the cutting speed set as
minimum level 100 m/min, The cutting speed set as maximum level 210 m/min, the feed rate set as minimum level 0.1 mm/rev
and depth of cut set as maximum level 0.75
Aasheet Kumar, Gaurav Chaudhary,Manish Kalra,S.Manoj Prabhakar,Binit Kumar Jha[9] they have discussed about the
turning on the EN 19 material on the CNC lathe machine and also they have considered cutting speed, feed rate and depth of cut
for achieving the optimum surface finish and used ANOVA and TAGUCHI method for optimization.finally they got the result as
The optimum surface finish can be achieved by considering RPM = 800, Feed rate= 0.1 and Depth of Cut = 0.4 From ANOVA
analysis, the contribution of feed rate = 57.73% Depth of Cut = 4.2% and RPM = 3.42% From ANOVA analysis Feed Rate is the
most significant parameter followed by depth of cut and RPM to affect the surface roughness.
Ashish Kabra, Amit Agarwal, Vikas Agarwal, Sanjay Goyal, Ajay Bangar[10] this present paper outlines an experimental
study to optimize and study the effects of process parameters in CNC turning on Surface roughness, feed and radial forces of
EN19/AISI4140 work material in dry environment conditions. The orthogonal array, signal to noise ratio and analysis of
variance are employed to study the performance characteristics in CNC turning operation. Three machining parameters are
chosen as process parameters: Cutting Speed, Feed rate and Depth of cut. The experimentation plan is designed using Taguchi’s
L9 Orthogonal Array (OA) and Minitab-16 statistical software is used. Optimal values of process parameters for desired
performance characteristics are obtained by Taguchi design of experiment. As a result they got that Depth of Cut represents the
largest influence on surface roughness, feed and radial forces followed by feed rate, and finally Cutting Speed.
Jitendra Verma, Pankaj Agrawal, Lokesh Bajpai [11] has discussed on the analysis of optimum cutting conditions to get
lowest surface roughness in turning ASTM A242 Type-1 ALLOYS STEEL by Taguchi method. The results are analyzed using
analysis of variance (ANOVA) method finally they concluded that the cutting speed has significant role to play in producing
lower surface roughness about 57.47% followed by feed rate about 16.27%. The Depth of Cut has lesser role on surface
roughness from the tests.
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Fig. 4: Percentage contribution by Pie Chart for surface roughness

P.Prasanna, Dr.Ch.Penchalayya, Dr.D.Anandamohana Rao[12] has discussed about Friction stir welding (FSW) on AA 6061
alloy which meet the specifications of ASTM B22.In this article FSW trials were carried out using a vertical milling machine on
AA 6061 alloy. The main AIM of this article is to find the optimum operating conditions for butt joint made of alloy AA6061.
Four major controllable factors each at four levels namely, rotational speed, welding speed, tool pin length, offset distance are
considered. and then A gray relational grade obtained from gray relational analysis is used as the multiple performance
characteristic. after the experiment they have found out that The resulting optimum process parameters are rotational speed at
800 rpm, welding speed at 10 mm/min, pin tool length at 5.7mm and offset distance 0.4mm for the best multiple performance
characteristics.

Fig. 5: Variation in temperature with distance along the line perpendicular to the weld line on the top surface at node 37643

Noor Zaman Khan, Mohd Atif Wahid, Satyaveer Singh, Arshad Noor, Siddiquee, Zahid A. Khan[13] has discussed about an
investigation into the wire electric discharge machining(W-EDM) of high strength and low alloy (HSLA) steels i.e. ASTM
A572-grade 50.Experimentation has been done using taguchi’s L9 orthogonal array. each experiment was conducted under
different combinations of pulse on time, pulse off time and peak current. the optimum machining parameter combination was
obtained by using the analysis of signal-to-noise (s/n) ratio, analysis of means and analysis of variance(ANOVA). Finally they
have concluded that the effects of pulse on time, pulse off time, peak current, are experimentally investigated in machining of
HSLA steel using WEDM process based on Taguchi method. The combination of machining parameters A1B2C2 i.e. pulse on
time at 15 μs, pulse off time at 4 μs and current at 3 A is found to be optimum for micro-hardness. In addition, it is also found
that pulse on time is most dominant factor for micro-harness as its percentage contribution is maximum i.e. 48.304%. The level
of importance of pulse off time and current, indicated by percentage contribution, on the micro hardness is observed to be
16.458% and 17.315% respectively.
E.O. Ezugwua, D.A. Fadare, J. Bonney[14], R.B. Da Silva, W.F. Sales had made ANN model was developed for the analysis
and prediction of the relationship between cutting and process parameters during high-speed turning of nickel-based Inconel 718
alloy. In the study The input parameters of the ANN model are the cutting parameters: speed, feed rate, depth of cut, cutting
time, and coolant pressure. The output parameters of the model are seven process parameters measured during the machining
trials. The model consists of a three layered Feed forward back propagation neural network. The network is trained with pairs of
inputs/outputs datasets generated when machining Inconel 718 alloy Finally they concluded that The optimum cutting speed at
which minimum process parameters were obtained is in the range of 25–35 m/min, while the optimum feed rate, corresponding
to the minimum surface roughness and nose wear, is within 0.27 and 0.28 mm/rev. machining results in steady increase in both
component forces, power consumption, average and maximum flank wear, and nose wear.
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Fig. 6: Correlation between the predicted values of the neural network model and the experimental data for prediction of surface roughness
using the training (a) and entire (b) datasets.

Mr.Ch.Madhu.V.N, Prof, A.V.N.L.SHARMA Mr.A.Gopichand, Mr. Pavan [15] has work over the lathe on the TITANIUM to
carried out the turning operation And The influence of cutting speed, feed rate and depth of cut on the surface roughness is
examined. The model for the surface roughness, as a function of cutting parameters, is obtained using ANN in MATLAB7.
They have found out that by using ANN technique 75% of data is trained,25% data is used for testing. The results of artificial
neural network reveals that regression value is R2=0.99 for trained data and R2= 0.99 for testing data performance, for which 4%
of data is unexplainable.
Jitendra Thakkar & Mitesh I Patel [16] has conducted experiment over CNC turning machine on SS410 material. For the
optimization of process parameter and then Material removal rate(MRR) was calculated from MRR equation and software.
finally from the literature we found that most effected parameters to cutting condition are cutting speed, feed rate and depth of
cut and they are easily controlled by operator at the machine at same time.
C. Natarajan, S. Muthu and P. Karuppuswamy [17] has discussed on the work on machining process which was carried out on
brass C26000 material in dry cutting condition in a CNC turning machine. To predict the surface roughness and for that ANN
model was designed through back propagation network using Matlab 7 software. In this work, 36 specimens which are made up
of the brass C26000 material have been machined in a CNC turning machine and then a 100 surface roughness tester had been
used to measure the roughness average (Ra) values of all the specimens. Finally they concluded that feed rate had been found to
be the most influencing parameter, followed by spindle speed and depth of cut. Model (including interaction terms), considering
the interaction between the individual parameters, could achieve an accuracy of 75.6%.
K.Mani lavanya, R.K.Suresh, A.Sushil Kumar Priya, G.Krishnaiah[18] has discussed work on the conventional lathe using
CBN uncoated insert as tool for development of a predictive model based on artificial neural network (ANN) for the estimation
of Surface roughness. Finally they concluded that From the multiple linear regression analysis the interaction terms of speed,
feed and depth of cut are not significant on the response surface roughness. From the sensitivity analysis feed is the most
influenced cutting parameter on the surface roughness followed by speed and depth of cut.
Saikumar and Shunmugam[19] they have conducted a study on high speed machining with rough and finish end-milling. The
material was hardened EN24 steel9. The tools used for the study are Design of experiment (DOE) and artificial neural network
(ANN). The result of the study concludes the effectiveness of ANN and DOE in optimizing high-speed end-milling to attain high
quality product and production.
Neeraj Kumar, Prof. K.K. Chhabra[20] they have discussed about optimization of milling machining process parameters for
composite materials. Machining process has characteristics that describe their performance relative to efficient use of machine
tools by setting optimum cutting parameters. Finally they got that optimization techniques like artificial neural network, Taguchi
technique, Response surface method, Genetic Algorithm etc. have been successfully applied in the past for optimizing the
various cutting process parameters of milling machining. Taguchi technique, response surface methodology and genetic
algorithm are the efficient optimization techniques that are being applied successfully in industrial applications for optimal
selection of process parameters with economic production cost in the area of machining for making the process insensitive to any
uncontrollable factors such as environmental variables.

III. CONCLUSION
In the present work has been made to find a technique for optimizing machining parameter that could yield minimum machining
time at the same time maintaining the desired surface roughness. This can be done by conducting the turning experiment on CNC
LATHE for work piece material ASTM A242 type-2. Artificial Neural Network and regression analysis will be used for the
optimizing machining parameter for desired surface roughness. Artificial neural networks (ANNs) and regression analysis are
one of the most powerful computer modelling techniques, based on statistical approach, currently being used in many fields of
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engineering for modelling complex relationships which are difficult to describe with physical models. Experimental
determination of the effect of the various process parameters Feed rate, Depth of cut, Cutting speed, Tool nose radius on the
performance measures like cutting rate in Turning process. Modeling of the performance measures using artificial neural
networks and Regression analysis and validation of the result by conducting confirmation experiments.
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